
 
 

 

Organiser’s Comments (Pete Owens) 

A big thank you to all the volunteers that worked so hard to ensure the event ran 

smoothly. The nature of the event meant that it would not be possible for helpers to get a 

run, so I tried to keep the number to a minimum. Keeping the flow through download was 

always going to be a critical bottleneck, with queues building as soon as there was the 

slightest problem (which was always likely given the unconventional range of courses), 

so credit is due to Chris & Meg for keeping level heads under pressure, and also to Bob 

for trouble shooting and for calculating the start list for the finals so efficiently. 

Planner’s Comments (John Kewley, MDOC) 

The challenge of planning at Daresbury is that we haven't yet found a sensible way to 

combine both parts of the area together in one course so Sprints are ideal. This year we 

decided why bother planning 2 distinct sprints when you could plan 3, 4 or even 5! 

After deciding to do qualifications plus final as opposed to prologue plus chase like in the 

2 previous Daresbury Chasing Sprints, we realised we could have more than 1 

qualification race. Since having multiple small sprints on the ISSOM map (even with an 

embedded micro-orienteering/maze section like we did in 2008) was probably going to be 

a bit repetitive so we came upon the idea of separating the urban sprint, maze and micro-

orienteering into 3 separate heats, with positions rather than times summed. Since it is 

poor to have 2/3 of the points from what some people might think were a bit silly events, 

we thought we'd balance it with a longer and shorter sprint to make 4 events. The longer 

sprint was soon dropped once we had the idea for a 10-min Score event instead. There 

were IT issues, but Bob reckoned these could be overcome and all we needed was a name 

... so Daresbury Sprint Jamboree it was! 

BTW apologies to Jonathon Emberton who finished on equal points in the morning that 

he wasn't in the Final. Our plan was that if points were equal then the time for the Mini 

would be used as a decider, then Micro, then Nano. Unfortunately this wasn't made clear 

on the day. 
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Nano 

My challenge on the Nopesport webpage was to see who could beat a minute so it was 

good to see 1 person on each course do this. Although the maze used so few barriers (15 

+ 14 cones), its general “round” shape made it very hard to keep track of where you were. 

The adults’ course had lots of changes of direction to keep you on your toes while the 

junior version took more of a spiral route with the legs gradually getting trickier. 

For our next event we will look at doing something a little more challenging, apparently 

some of you found it over a bit quick. 

Micro 

The courses pretty much planned themselves once Pete’s excellent map was finished. 

Pete and I did some preparatory work in the summer before I went off for my 3 weeks of 

Trail-O and it was complete when I came back. Only a trail-orienteer would believe how 

much effort went into that process (much of it involving a tape measure). 

My original plan was to use training kites, but since DEE didn't have so many, we made 

some laminated ones to stick on the trees. Running the course the day before, we realised 

the strings were a bit obvious but I hope that didn't spoil the challenge too much. Note to 

self ... next year bring nails. 

Mini 

We decided to make this course all about route choices, knowing that the other courses 

would have enough twisting, turning and full map contact. Having the long leg at the start 

gave people less time to plan which way to go ... I think going right was best! 

Apologies for not having waterproof maps for this course; we only heard about some 

previously unplanned work near our original first control on the Thursday after maps 

were already printed so we had to re-plan this course and the Junior Mini. The first 

control was not supposed to be also on the Score course, but instead where the fork lift 

trucks were operating. 

Score 

The idea was that no-one would be able to get all the controls. It was great to see so many 

options being tried with Dave Schorah’s route being very similar to what the Planner 

envisaged as optimum. Of course the Planner isn’t always right and the course for 

Michael Adams looked an efficient way to cover a lot of controls. 



Had we made it 1 point per 2s late then if you were pressed for time a control was 

“worth” 20s. Since many of our controls were within about 20s of each other to fast guys 

we had to have a harsher penalty than that. In retrospect 15 points per control could have 

been fairer in combination with a 1 point per second penalty. 

Final 

After all the wonderful weather in the morning it turned just as we were starting the 

Finals ... typical! I suppose the chances of having a spectator interest Final event in 

November was probably over-optimistic. 

The only compromise to the courses for the spectator interest was the final loop which 

was just slog with minimal navigation. The inclusion of the simpler urban section 2/3 of 

the way round the course was intended to throw you off your stride a bit. 

Thanks to all for coming and the very favourable results we received both on the day, by 

email afterwards and on Nopesport. Thanks to Pete for co-planning/controlling, mapping 

and organising; Bob for some great IT work and the other DEE helpers. 

See you next time, whenever that may be. 


